Sound source separation has attracted attention from Music Information Retrieval(MIR) researchers, since it is related to many MIR tasks such as automatic lyric transcription, singer identification, and voice conversion. In this paper, we propose an intuitive spectrogram-based model for source separation by adapting U-Net. We call it Spectrogram-Channels U-Net, which means each channel of the output corresponds to the spectrogram of separated source itself. The proposed model can be used for not only singing voice separation but also multi-instrument separation by changing only the number of output channels. In addition, we propose a loss function that balances volumes between different sources. Finally, we yield performance that is state-of-the-art on both separation tasks.
INTRODUCTION
Separating sources from a song is an important basic task in Music Information Retrieval(MIR) because many tasks in MIR require a clean source. However, this is a difficult task because a song consists of many sources. If one can separate vocal and its accompaniment clearly, it opens up a new horizon in terms of music applications; automatic lyric transcription, singer identification, voice conversion, music similarity, genre classification, and so on.
In many previous studies, non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) was used for the source separation of the audio signal [1, 2, 3] . Bayesian modeling [4] and Principle Component Analysis (PCA) were also used [5] .
In recent years, deep learning techniques have shown outstanding performance in various fields, so many studies have tried to adopt deep learning techniques for audio signal source separation. Grais et al. [6] used both NMF and Deep Neural Networks(DNN) and showed better separation performance than just using NMF. Especially, Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN) showed fine performance in solving image-based problems [7] . CNN can extract features well by using convolutional filters and is efficient in aspect of memory because of weight sharing. Andreas Jansson et al. [8] showed that U-Net can yield good performance on sound domain by using a spectrogram as an input. U-Net [9] , which is composed of a fully convolutional encoder and decoder network and features skip connection from encoder to decoder, was originally introduced in the biomedical field.
Besides CNN, there are other deep learning techniques studied in source separation. Huang et al. [10] used Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN) for singing voice separation. Takahashi et al. [11] used both CNN and RNN for audio source separation. Another approach is using Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [12] which is composed of a generator network that makes fake input and a discriminator network that determines whether the input is fake or real. Santiago et al. [13] made Speech Enhancement GAN(SEGAN), which is the end-to-end GAN model applied to a domain where models filter out voice from noise environment. And Singing Voice Separation GAN(SVSGAN) [14] is the GAN model generating voice from music.
In this paper, we propose an intuitive 2D convolution neural network using spectrograms for sound source separation, Spectrogram-Channels U-Net, which is based on the model in [8] and uses 2-channels output for singing voice separation or 4-channels output for multi-instrument separation. This is the main difference from the original U-Net model for sound separation. The original model has a drawback in that the output is a mask, which is multiplied to a mixture spectrogram and can generate only a separated vocal spectrogram. To separate multi-instrument sources at the same time, additional models are needed. Our output remedies this since it is not a mask but a direct spectrogram, which enables us to separate multiple sources simultaneously. Secondly, we propose a weighted loss function to balance volumes between different sources since every source would have quite different volumes from each other. We finally evaluate our model using an objective measure and show reasonable performance on both tasks. 
PROPOSED MODEL
We use the musdb18 dataset, which is a representative dataset for sound source separation. This includes isolated vocals and accompaniment. Accompaniment is also provided as decomposed drums, bass, and other sources. Figure 2 shows components of dataset [15] . There are 100 songs for training and 50 songs for testing. We do not do any additional processing other than converting stereo to mono. Input data is mixture for both separation tasks. For singing voice separation, target data are vocals and accompaniment. While for multiinstrument separation, target data are vocals, drums, bass, and other. 
Short-time Fourier Transform
We transform a waveform into a spectrogram to make input and target data of the network by the following procedure:
• Step 1: We sample waveform of songs at 44,100Hz. Then, we cut songs into 2 second increments.
• Step 2: We apply a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) to waveform signals with a window size of 2048 and hop length of 512 frames. As a result, we get the complexvalued spectrograms of signals.
• Step 3: We decompose spectrograms into magnitude and phase. The former is used as input and targets to the network, the latter is used for audio reconstruction. For the sake of simplicity, spectrogram means magnitude in this paper. Figure 3 represents the detail of Spectrogram-Channels UNet. The network consists of the encoder part and the decoder part. The encoder part has a repeated structure of two components: a convolution layer that keeps spectrogram size and increases the number of channels, and a max pooling layer that decreases spectrogram size in half and keeps the number of channels. Each convolution layer in the encoder consists of convolution of kernel size 3x3 and padding 1, batch normalization, and rectified linear units(ReLU) activation function. The decoder part also has a repeated structure of two components: an upsampling deconvolution layer that doubles The encoder and decoder, having the same spectrogram size, are concatenated via skip connection. Since skip connection delivers the information of mixture from encoder to decoder, the combination of channels on the decoder part is also related to mixture.
Spectrogram-Channels U-Net
From this idea, we make the difference from [8] in which they used the concept of mask for separation. Rather, we make multiple channels output and view each channel of this output as the spectrogram of each source directly. For this idea, we use 1x1 convolution as the final convolution and use ReLU activation function since the values of spectrograms are non-negative.
In summary, the input of this model is spectrogram of mixture, and each channel of the output corresponds to the spectrogram of each source that we want to separate. For convenience, let source be the spectrogram of a target and channel source be the spectrogram of a separated source from a mixture. For example, in L(vocal, channel vocal ), vocal is the spectrogram of vocal and channel vocal is the spectrogram of separated vocal from a mixture. For the training, we define loss functions as follow for each task:
where L is the average of L1 losses on every pixel. We train the network using ADAM optimizer with weight decay 1e-6, and batch size of 8. We perform 20 epochs with learning rate of 1e-3, then perform 20 epochs more with learning rate of 1e-4.
Audio Reconstruction
We re-transform spectrogram into waveform to listen to the reconstructed sound and to evaluate. We multiply the phase of mixture and the magnitude of separated source elementwisely where mixture is the input and separated source is the output. After that, we get the waveform using inverse STFT.
EXPERIMENTS
To measure source separation performance objectively [16] , we use Signal-to-Distortion Ratio(SDR) of separated sources. The formula is as follows: SDR := 10 log 10 ||s target || 2 ||e interf +e noise +e artif || 2 where s target is a version of modified by an allowed distortion for some signal s j and e interf , e noise , and e artif are, respectively, the interferences, noise, and artifacts error terms. To reduce artifacts by STFT and ISTFT, we use 20 seconds as an input of model and then evaluate it every one second.
Singing Voice Separation
For singing voice separation, we make 4 different models according to α in the loss function. M1 sets α as 1.0, which means we extract only vocal source using this model. Then, we get accompaniment source by submitting extracted vocal source from mixture in waveform. On the other hand, M2 uses 0.0, which means we extract only accompaniment source using this model. Then, we get vocal source as the same way in M1. M3 uses 0. Table 1 . The results of singing voice separation from first output channel and accompaniment source from second output channel. Finally, M4 uses 0.707, which is the weight balancing between vocal and accompaniment. This value is calculated in waveform. First, we calculate the mean of 2-norm of vocal training set and accompaniment training set respectively. We get the α value using this formula; α * (the mean of 2-norm of vocal) = (1 − α) * (the mean of 2-norm of accompaniment). The reason why the weight of vocal source is greater is because vocal has smaller volume of sound than accompaniment. The balancing weight will help the sources that have small volume to be separated better than before. The results of singing voice separation are shown in Table 1. Because each of M1 and M2 aims to extract vocal and accompaniment source respectively, it can be seen that M1 shows best score in vocal separation, and M2 shows almost best score in accompaniment separation compared to others. And we can see that the score of vocal source separation of M4 has increased compared to M3. This is because the balancing weight enhances the vocal source separation.
Multi-instrument Separation
For multi-instrument separation, we make 2 different models according to α s in the loss function. M5 uses [0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25], which means we extract each source using the same weights. On the other hand, M6 uses [0.297, 0.262, 0.232, 0.209], which means we extract each source using balancing weights. The way to get balancing weights is the same as singing voice separation case; First, we calculate the ratio between α s using α 1 * (the mean of 2-norm of vocal) = α 2 * (the mean of 2-norm of drum) = α 3 * (the mean of 2-norm of bass) = α 4 * (the mean of 2-norm of other), then get exact values using α 1 + α 2 + α 3 + α 4 = 1. From this balancing weights, we can infer conversely that other is the biggest source and vocal is the smallest source.
The results of multi-instrument separation are shown in Table 2 . Since M5 and M6 separate each four sources, the scores of vocal source separation are lower than singing voice separation. In result of M6 using balancing weights, we can see that the separation scores of vocal, drum, and even bass, which have relatively lower sound volume than other, have Table 2 . The results of multi-instrument separation increased compared to M5. It can be seen that the balancing weights adjust the ratio between several sources to some extent.
Comparison with Others Using MUSDB18
We compare ours with others reported in [17] . A various methods are used for enhancing performance; additional 800 songs for training [11, 18] , data augmentation techniques such as random scaling and mixing with musdb18 [11, 18, 19, 20] , and Wiener filter as a post-processing [11, 18, 19] . We make models without any method mentioned above. We bring the results C1 in Table 1 and C2 in  Table 2 from [20] . Since they used random scaling only for data augmentation, it is the most suitable for comparison. These results show that our model outperforms this model except a bass source on a multi-instrument separation task.
CONCLUSION
We propose an intuitive Spectrogram-Channels U-Net viewing each channel of output as the spectrogram of each source directly. The proposed model can be adapted for both separation tasks by only changing the number of output channels. In addition, to consider the balance between sources, we use an weighted loss function by calculating the means of 2-norm on each source training set. Finally, we evaluate our model and earn comparable results on both tasks without data augmentation and post-processing. For future work, we will investigate other balancing ways besides the proposed balancing method, or 2-norm mean. By adapting more appropriate a balancing method, we could get better sound source separation.
